1. Introduction

One of the typical situations that drivers are forced to face in a daily life is regarded to be roads construction. Especial inconvenience in case of road construction is traffic flow motion regulation on two-lane sites of road. A general negative consequence of this situation is the congestion of extensive queues leading to formation of traffic jams on two-lane highways during the time periods of construction works.

The number of possibilities for traffic control on a two-lane highway in terms of construction works is not so big. One of them is a widespread full blocking of traffic, placing road information signs concerning a possible detour to avoid construction works zone. Other known way consists in partial blocking of road and installation of traffic lights before the entrance to a repair site of the road (Fig. 1). Extent of a construction works site can differ. There also exists quite a frequent practice to carry out construction works on the several sites of road located one after another at once [1].

The goals for conducting of construction works put forward indirect requirements to topology of a repair site. In particular, during the construction works time period, simultaneous expansion of road lanes width is practiced, though anyway, the width of a lane \( w \) in each direction is set much less than extents of construction works sites and intervals between the next repair zones \( l > w, c > w \). The neighboring construction works zones should be distanced farther enough from each other in order to ensure unobstructed travel of counter streams at the moment of their departure from a site of one-strip traffic (Fig. 2).

The basic problems arising from the organization of traffic are the uncertainty of a choice of the control facilities, allowing for changing a situation, and an existing intuitive estimation for a choice of traffic lights signal control phases time.
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**Fig. 1.** Installation of traffic lights for arranging a sequenced traffic flow travel mode

**Fig. 2.** Topology of repair sites during carrying out of construction works on a two-lane highway
2. The analysis of traffic regulation modes at the time period of construction works on two-way highways

2.1. Sequential gating of traffic streams in each of directions

The natural decision on the traffic organization in conditions of construction works is the traffic lights signal control that allows providing sequential traveling of vehicles on an accessible lane. In case of traffic lights installation there is a problem of a time phase choice, given for the motion in each of directions. Usually, for a country highway the fixed waiting time of the car before a traffic light is often established – for example, it is often set to 5 minutes. But a choice of the given time interval of the traffic light red signal is unreasonable from the point of reaching the peak efficiency for traffic regulation.

Planning of the organization of road construction works will include a choice of two categories of parameters:

1. Topological (the general extent of a constructed road site, quantity and extent of separate repair zones, distances between the next construction works zones, a correlation of distances between zones and extents of construction works zones).
2. Traffic lights signal control (the general length of a signal control cycle, time of a traffic light green and red signals) [1].

Topological conditionality is shown in time necessary for travel through the entire construction works corridor. Red light signal time duration should take into account an additional stock for leaving of one-lane road site by the last vehicle that moves at a speed that is allowed on construction works road sites till the moment of change of a motion direction on the given lane. The mentioned time stock leads to an even greater waiting time from drivers of a counter traffic stream.

Cars pass a construction works site in a chain-packed mode. By increasing of the traffic light green signal time at the entrance to a construction works zone, the number of passing vehicles for one cycle of traffic lights signal control also increases. Thus, the pack of cars has time to reach a high-speed mode close to a maximum admissible, and the share of time falling to the process of acceleration and a set of speed is reduced as compared to the motion time in the cruise travel mode. On the other hand, the vehicles queue waiting time is increased for traveling in the opposite direction.

When the whole chain of construction works zones is blocked, and the motion has the unidirectional character during the traffic light green signal cycle, they can be interpreted as production of the unidirectional “green wave” mode (Fig. 3).

Major problems of the construction works zone sequential travel on a two-lane highway are root in the non-uniform accumulation of queues in each of directions, because of the existing difference in the real-life vehicles flow intensity for the different sides. The initial queues extent as well as the average flow motion velocity make a strong influence on the drivers’ psycho emo-
of the largest territorial distancing of the next vehicles pack from each other (Fig. 4). Introduction of any additional vehicle pack on an intermediate road site will lead to infringement of synchronization and impossibility of bi-directional synchronous traveling.

2.3. Bi-directional “green wave” analytical model

From the received description of the offered mode of bi-directional traffic it follows that the buffer zone in each of the directions, being at traffic lights, directly ahead of the beginning of the closed construction works zone will be filled with traffic on each fourth step of signal control. At the first step the pack of vehicles leaves the taken position on green light then, having passed a pack of cars, the traffic lights should be switched to a red signal for the given direction of traffic and remain in such mode before departure of the next vehicles pack for the subsequent three steps (Fig. 5).

For the safety reasons there is a restriction set to a maximum possible admissible speed [3]. The pack of vehicles moves at the speed not exceeding the maximum speed admissible in the space of entire construction works corridor. Thus, time spent for travel on one site of a line, will be estimated as:

\[ \Delta t = \frac{l}{v_{constr}} \]

where \( \Delta t \) – time of travel on a separate site, \( v_{constr} \) – recommended or maximum possible admissible speed on a road site in terms of construction works, \( l \) – extent of the site of a separate zone.

Then, under condition of equality of time for traffic lights green and red signals, time of a full signal control cycle will be \( 4 \cdot \Delta t \) (Fig. 5).

From the mentioned it follows that if the forming traffic light during three steps of a red signal accumulates a pack of vehicles, which length is limited to distance \( l \), it is possible to write down, that:

\[ 3\Delta t \cdot \lambda \leq \frac{l}{x_{veh}} \]

where \( \lambda \) – vehicles stream entrance intensity, \( x_{veh} \) – an average length of the car taking into account the distance to the following vehicle in a queue.

Differently, the quantity of cars in queue at the forming traffic light, accumulated during the red light cycle should not exceed the quantity of vehicles, which could be placed within in motion on a site between construction works zones for free travel of counter streams. In the case, if the queue appears longer than the stipulated condition, its surplus has no time to pass at a time of the traffic lights green signal.

Then,

\[ \lambda \leq \frac{l \cdot v_{constr}}{3x_{veh}} \cdot \frac{v_{constr}}{3x_{veh}} \]

\[ \lambda \leq \frac{v_{constr}}{3} \cdot \frac{v_{constr}}{3x_{veh}} \]

2.4. Calculation of traffic lights signal control time phases

For further practical adjustment of model, it is required to define the full time of a control cycle \( T \) and separate traffic lights signal control time phases. In general form, \( T \) develops from green, red and yellow signal times of the traffic light cycle:

\[ T = T_g + T_r + T_y \]

Thus, in order to create a safe travel time interval the condition \( T_c < T_g \) should be carried out, since during the traffic lights red signal operation, all entered vehicles should have enough time to leave sites of a one-way traffic. Time of the traffic lights yellow signal \( T_y \) compiles.
5–10 % of the green light time and is also taking part in creation of a safe travel time period. Sometimes, for example, in a mode of a bi-directional "green wave" the traffic lights yellow signal can be completely excluded from the process of signal control.

Adjustment of the plan of signal control should be realized in a way of minimizing the total waiting time for vehicles drivers moving in both directions. In symmetric control mode such requirement can be provided only under condition of presence of continuous vehicle streams of identical intensity from both sides. In case of load changing from one of directions, an asymmetric control mode could be demanded. For a mode of a bi-directional "green wave", the time of the traffic lights signal control full cycle consists of 4 steps that correspond to time needed for traveling of 4 consequent road sites by one pack of vehicles. In this case, the length of a pack will be determined by such topological characteristic as the extent of a site between construction works zones. For simplification of the problem, at the beginning of a model construction it was accepted that all zones have identical length.

In order to define the travel time values required for passing a construction works zone by one car, we shall get benefit of the vehicles traffic flow motion average speed parameter usage.

\[ \Delta t = \frac{L}{v} + \frac{4 \cdot \dot{v}}{v} \]

However, in calculation it is necessary to consider time of travel of all pack, and not just the first vehicle. Time of travel in 4 zones by a pack of vehicles can be estimated by the last vehicle from a pack. At equal zones and the maximal length of the pack, the first vehicle will leave for the following zone at the moment of entrance of the last car to a pack in the current zone, i.e.,

\[ \Delta T = \frac{4 \cdot \dot{v}}{v} + \frac{l}{v} + \frac{5 \cdot \dot{v}}{v} \]  (7)

For the solution to the problem of the effective signal control of sequential traffic of transport on one lane it is necessary to take into account the intensity of traffic in each of directions, which in its turn depends on a lot of factors - demand for traveling in the pointed direction, possibilities of detours on the nearby roads, existing high-speed restrictions and so forth. The usual character of change in traffic traveling demand has a cyclic origin. The factor of seasonal prevalence, day of week and time of day define cyclic dependences.

For the specified case where average speeds of vehicle streams motion coincide, and also, the duration of the traffic lights green signal is identical in both directions, it is possible to construct the time diagrams showing periodicity of operating signals and time of reverse motion mode use at the selected site of the road (Fig. 6).

On the basis of observations or the measuring information it can become known that intensity of traffic on the planned construction works zone has a strongly asymmetric character. And, the value of factor of asymmetry is considerably higher for movement in one of directions in the morning, and in the evening the situation varies to the opposite. In this case it is more expedient to use soft-operated traffic lights, which realize several operation control plans and will allow operating transport streams in a more flexible way.

3. Efficiency evaluation for the various modes of traffic regulation

Generally, as efficiency we understand the degree of suitability of the certain means and methods of their use for the decision of solved tasks.

For the answer to a question on expediency of realization of this or that mode of traffic regulation on a constructed two-lane highway, it is necessary to allocate criteria of efficiency evaluation. As those it is possible to consider the following parameters:
• total travel time in the construction works corridor;
• total waiting time for the beginning of vehicle packs motion in each of directions;
• average traffic speed on a line;
• loading index of construction works corridor;
• quantity of vehicles passed in both directions [4].

The most informative for an initial estimation of efficiency are the parameters of loading of the construction works corridor and the total waiting time for the beginning of vehicle packs motion in each of directions, because they are capable to give answers to the key questions on how much densely the road space will be used and how long it is necessary for the drivers of vehicles to wait for their turn to travel in each direction.

For a mode of sequential gating of vehicles traffic streams from different directions, it is possible to investigate two cases – sequential gating by one pack and sequential filling of all repair corridor in each of directions (Fig. 7).

For passing a construction works corridor (consisting of \( k \) stages) by a separate vehicle pack, \( k + 1 \) steps are necessary, where \( k \) is quantity of road sites, which are required to be passed. For example, in order to travel through a construction works corridor containing 4 repair zones (7 steps) by one vehicles pack in one direction, 8 steps of signal control are required. For consecutive filling and clearing by vehicles packs of the entire construction works corridor in one direction, 2\( k \) steps will be required, and for travel of 2\( k \) vehicles packs in both directions, 4\( k \) steps will be required.

On traveling through similar construction works corridor in a mode of a bi-directional “green wave” (Fig. 8), the quantity of individual \( k \) steps should correspond:

\[
k = 3r + (r - 1) = 4r - 1,
\]

where \( 3 \) – quantity of individual sites necessary for the organization of one pair of construction works zones, \( r \) – quantity of construction works zones pairs, \( r - 1 \) – quantity of steps between pairs of construction works zones. Thus, 2\( r \) packs of vehicles will manage to travel per \( k + 1 \) steps, in both directions.

Adjusting the model, we must note that the condition of frequency rate of the constructed zones quantity to two in a bi-directional “green wave” mode may not be observed. At a choice of odd quantity of the repair zones, one of confirming traffic lights will carry out the role of a forming traffic light.

Proceeding the definition of construction works corridor loading index, it is necessary to estimate at first the throughput of a constructed two-lane highway (quantity of vehicles packs divided by the number of the steps necessary for travel of the whole vehicles pack). For sequential travel, per 1 step, on the average, 0,5 vehicles packs succeed to pass. Similarly, in a mode of a bi-directional “green wave”, for 1 step we obtain value of 0,5 vehicles packs that testifies that irrespective of the choice of a traffic control mode, the identical throughput of a construction works corridor is gained.

The construction works corridor loading index represents density of vehicles packs allocation in the construction works corridor of the given extent:

\[
K_{\text{num}} = \frac{p}{k}.
\]

The time period of separate idle time in a buffer zone at the forming traffic light queue in case of sequential traffic motion will be defined by the extent of construction works corridor, i.e. the maximum quantity of waiting steps in one direction will be equal or a number divisible by travel time of the doubled number of construction works zones. While for a bi-directional “green wave” mode, maximal time of separate idle time of waiting before the forming traffic light will be equal or a number divisible by 3 steps of signal control.

### Table 1: Estimation of the general characteristics for passing the construction works corridor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity of construction works zones pairs ( r )</th>
<th>Quantity of steps ( k )</th>
<th>Quantity of steps ( t ) for passing in unidirectional mode</th>
<th>Number of vehicles packs ( p ), passing through corridor in the unidirectional mode</th>
<th>Number of steps ( t ) for passing in a bi-directional mode</th>
<th>Number of vehicles packs ( p ), passing in a bi-directional mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resulting example of effectiveness evaluation for passing the construction works corridor in uni- and bi-directional "green wave" modes is shown in Table 1.

4. Conclusions

The hypothesis regarding the possibility of vehicles traffic flow regulation mode as a bi-directional "green wave" on a two-lane highway in the time period of construction works has the right to exist that proves to be true by the analytical calculations.

The comparative analysis of the traffic regulation modes efficiency on a constructed two-lane highway has shown that at equal throughput, the mode of bi-directional "green wave" essentially reduces waiting time for the vehicles packs in each of directions that promotes removal of a psycho-emotional problem of drivers caused by long waiting in queues. The result of decrease in waiting time is especially significant for the case of construction works corridors of the large extent.

Practical recommendations on the choice of the traffic regulation mode and the order of carrying out of road construction works consist in the following: the chess order of placement of repair zones should be observed; the choice of the length of construction works zones conterminous with extent of sites of bilateral traffic between repair zones providing the traffic scheme symmetry should be realized. Certainly, ensuring the traffic safety also demands placement of additional follow-up intelligent transport systems providing immediate feedback inside the construction works corridor.
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